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Abstract
The majority of studies on detecting idiomatic expressions have focused on discovering poten-
tially idiomatic expressions overlooking the context. However, many idioms like blow the whistle
could be interpreted idiomatically or literally depending on the context. In this work, we lever-
age the Idiom Principle (Sinclair et al., 1991) and contextualized word embeddings (CWEs),
focusing on Context2Vec (Melamud et al., 2016) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to distinguish
between literal and idiomatic senses of such expressions in context. We also experiment with
a non-contextualized word embedding baseline, in this case Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
and compare its performance with that of CWEs. The results show that CWEs outperform the
non-CWEs, especially when the Idiom Principle is applied, as it improves the results by 6%. We
further show that the Context2Vec model, trained based on Idiom Principle, can place potentially
idiomatic expressions into distinct ‘sense’ (idiomatic/literal) regions of the embedding space,
whereas Word2Vec and BERT seem to lack this capacity. The model is also capable of produc-
ing suitable substitutes for ambiguous expressions in context which is promising for downstream
tasks like text simplification.

1 Introduction

The task of determining whether a sequence of words (a Multiword Expression - MWE) is idiomatic
has received lots of attention (Fazly and Stevenson, 2006; Cook et al., 2007). Especially for MWE
type idiomaticity identification (Constant et al., 2017), where the goal is to decide if an MWE can be
idiomatic regardless of context, high agreement with human judgments has been achieved, for instance,
for compound nouns (Reddy et al., 2011; Cordeiro et al., 2016). However, as this task does not take
context into account, these techniques have limited success in the case of ambiguous MWEs where the
same expression can be literal or idiomatic depending on a particular context. For example, such models
would always classify hit the road as idiomatic (or conversely always as literal) while the expression
could be idiomatic in one context and literal in another. As a consequence, for practical NLP tasks,
especially Machine Translation and Information Retrieval, token idiomaticity identification is needed,
with the classification of a potential idioms as literal (or idiomatic) in context. For example, hit the road
must be translated differently in “The bullets were hitting the road and I could see them coming towards
me a lot faster than I was able to reverse”, and “The Ulster Society are about to hit the road on one of
their magical history tours” (Burnard, 2000).
We argue that successful classification of potentially idiomatic expressions as idiomatic/literal is not
possible without taking the context into account. Recently introduced Contextualized Word Embeddings
(CWEs) are ideal for this task as they can provide different embeddings for each instance of the same
word type. CWEs such as Context2Vec (Melamud et al., 2016) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) proved
successful in the task of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) (Huang et al., 2019; Hadiwinoto et al.,
2019). We also argue that disambiguation of potentially idiomatic expressions is analogous to WSD in a
sense that it also tries to assign the most appropriate sense to an idiom, i.e. literal, or idiomatic depending
on its respective context.

∗This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http: //cre-
ativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Moreover, we hypothesize that in order to fully exploit the capacity of CWEs, an idiom should be
treated as a single token both in training and testing. This hypothesis is inspired by the evidence from
psycholinguistic studies which support the idea that the idiomatic expressions are stored and retrieved as
a whole from memory at the time of use (Siyanova-Chanturia and Martinez, 2014). It is also rooted in the
idea that different types of information are captured in vectors depending on the type of input, i.e. word,
character, phrase to the model (Schick and Schütze, 2019). Moreover, this method proved successful in
other tasks. For instance, Carpuat and Diab (2010) conducted a study for integrating MWEs in Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) and improved the BLEU score by treating MWEs as single tokens in training
and testing.
Contribution: We show that CWEs can be utilized directly to detect idiomaticity in potentially idiomatic
expressions due to their nature of providing distinct vectors for the same expression depending on its con-
text. We also apply the Idiom Principle (Sinclair et al., 1991) when training the models which improves
the results as expected and supports our hypothesis that an MWE should be treated as a single token both
in training and testing the models. We further show that Context2Vec trained based on Idiom Principle
is able to provide suitable replacement for MWEs in both the idiomatic and literal senses. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first attempt to integrate Idiom Principle into CWEs and directly use them for
the task of identification idiomaticity in MWEs at the token level.

2 Related work

Distributional Semantic Models (DSM) are computational models based on the Distributional Hypothesis
(Harris, 1954) and the idea that words occurring in similar contexts tend to have a similar meaning.
Recently, two flavours of Distributional Models have been introduced and utilized which are known as
contextualized and non-contextualized embedding models. The former produces different embeddings
for a word depending on the context and the latter offers only one embedding for a word regardless of
the context. Researchers have leveraged DSMs along with linguistic knowledge to deal with identifying
MWEs at type (Cook et al., 2007; Cordeiro et al., 2016; Nandakumar et al., 2019) and token level (King
and Cook, 2018; Rohanian et al., 2020).

For instance, the degree of linguistic fixedness was used as the basis for Fazly and Stevenson (2006) to
apply an unsupervised method to distinguish between idiomatic and literal tokens of verb-noun combi-
nations (VNCs). They argue that idiomatic VNCs come in fixed syntactic forms in terms of passivation,
determiner, and noun pluralization. They extracted these forms using known idiomatic/literal VNC pat-
terns and among all variations they determined which were the canonical form(s). Then they classified
new tokens as idiomatic if they appeared in their canonical forms.

Cook et al. (2007) leveraged the idea of canonical forms and the Distributional Hypothesis and built
co-occurrence vectors representing the idiomatic and literal meaning of each expression based on their
context and (canonical) forms. The problem with this model is relying solely on the canonical form
to label an expression as idiomatic/literal which is not enough as there are many MWEs, e.g. kick the
bucket that can be in their canonical form and yet have a literal meaning depending on the context they
appear in. Hence, each MWE should be disambiguated in its own individual context.

Cordeiro et al. (2016) also built their work based on Distributional Hypothesis and the Principle of
Compositionality to classify MWEs as idiomatic/literal. Their idiomaticity identification model at the
type level works well for MWEs that are either idiomatic or literal but falls short for idiomaticity identi-
fication at the token level when the MWE is ambiguous.

Nandakumar et al. (2019) used different types of contextualized and non-contextualized word embed-
dings from character-level to word-level models to investigate the capability of such models in detecting
nuances of non-compositionality in MWEs. When evaluating the models, they considered the MWEs
out of their context which is problematic especially in case of utilizing CWEs as the reason behind the
success (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Akbik et al., 2019) of these models is in their ability to
produce context-specific embeddings for each token.

The main drawback of above-mentioned works is that they do not take the context of each individ-
ual expression into account when classifying them. However, there have been some attempts to detect
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idiomaticity in MWEs in context (at token level) using Distributional Models.
Peng et al. (2015) exploited contextual information captured in word embeddings to automatically

recognize idiomatic tokens. They calculate the inner product of the embeddings of the context words
with the embedding of target expression. They argue that since the literal forms can predict the local
context better, their inner product with context words is larger than that of idiomatic ones, hence they tell
apart literals from idiomatic forms.

Salton et al. (2016) exploited Skip-Thought Vectors (Kiros et al., 2015) to represent the sentential
context of an MWE and used SVM and K-Nearest Neighbours to classify MWEs as idiomatic or literal
in their context. They compared their work against a topic model representation that include the full
paragraph as the context and showed competitive results.

King and Cook (2018) proposed a model based on distributed representations, non-CWE to classify
VNC usages as idiomatic/literal. First, they represented the context as the average embeddings of context
words and trained a Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier on top of that. They further showed that
incorporating the information about the expressions canonical forms boosted the performance of their
model.

A related task of metaphor token detection has seen successful results with the combination of CWEs
and non-CWEs, along with linguistic features (Gao et al., 2018; Mao et al., 2019). For instance, Gao
et al. (2018) used Word2Vec and ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) as embeddings, with a bidirectional LSTM
to encode sentences, and a feed-forward neural network for classifying them as literal or metaphoric.

Rohanian et al. (2020) presented a neural model and BERT, to classify metaphorical verbs in their
sentential context using information from the dependency parse tree and annotations for verbal MWEs.
They showed that incorporating the knowledge of MWEs can enhance the performance of a metaphor
classification model.

We follow the intuition that CWEs can be directly used for the task of token level identification of
idiomaticity in MWEs due to their ability to produce different embeddings for the different tokens of the
same MWE. Our work is also inspired by the Idiom Principle which explains how human distinguish
idiomatic expressions.

3 Distributional Models and Idiom Principle

In this work, we use Word2Vec as non-CWEs and leverage the Context2Vec and BERT as CWEs in
combination with the Idiom Principle to detect idiomaticity in potentially idiomatic expressions. The
embedding models and Idiom Principle are briefly described here.

3.1 Word2Vec

For Word2Vec we use CBOW (Mikolov et al., 2013) which represents the context around a target word
as a simple average of the embeddings of the context words in a window around it. For example, for the
window size of two, two words before and two words after the target word are considered as the context of
the target word whose embeddings are averaged to represent context embeddings. To train our Word2Vec
model, we use Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) with window size of 5 and 300 dimensions. We ignore
all words that occur less than fifteen times in the training corpus. We perform negative sampling and set
the number of training epochs to five as in King and Cook (2018).

3.2 Context2Vec

Context2Vec (Melamud et al., 2016) uses a bidirectional LSTM recurrent neural network, where one
LSTM is fed with with the sentence words from left to right, and the other from right to left. Then right-
to-left and left-to-right context embeddings are concatenated and fed into a multi-layer perceptron to
capture dependencies between the two sides of the context. We consider the output of this layer as the
embedding of the entire joint sentential context around the target word. This is a better representation
of the context compared to that of Word2Vec, as it takes the order of words into account. To train our
Context2Vec model, we use the code provided by the authors1 having the same configuration for the

1https://github.com/orenmel/context2vec
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hyper-parameters.

3.3 BERT

Contrary to the Context2Vec, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) does not rely on the merging of two uni-
directional recurrent language models, but using the transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) encoder, it reads
the entire sequence of words at once. It also benefits from the next sentence prediction feature which
helps capture more contextual information. To train our BERT model, we use BERT-Base keeping the
configuration of the hyper-parameters intact.

3.4 Idiom Principle

The principle of idiom is that a language user has available to him or her a large number of semi-
preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, even though they might appear to be analyzable
into segments (Sinclair et al., 1991). In other words, MWEs are treated as single tokens in mental
lexicon when stored in or retrieved from memory. One of the highly cited definitions of MWEs is also
supports the Idiom Principle; Wray (2002) defines MWEs as a sequence, continuous or discontinuous,
of words or other elements, which is, or appears to be, prefabricated:that is, stored, retrieved whole from
memory at the time of use, rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar.

Model Idiomatic Literal Ave.F
P R F P R F

Original Models
Word2Vec 0.75 0.80 0.77 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.64

Context2Vec 0.76 0.78 0.77 0.62 0.61 0.61 0.70
BERT 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.71

Idiom-Principle-inspired
Word2Vec 0.70 0.73 0.72 0.56 0.60 0.58 0.65

Context2Vec 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.76
BERT 0.77 0.79 0.78 0.66 0.63 0.64 0.71

King and Cook (2018)
W2V-CF 0.82 0.88 0.83 0.63 0.54 0.56 0.69
W2V+CF 0.83 0.89 0.85 0.76 0.68 0.69 0.77

Table 1: Precision (P), recall (R), and F1 score (F), for the idiomatic and literal classes, as well as average
F1 score (Ave.F) for the original and the Idiom-Principle-Inspired models. The results of King and Cook
(2018) are also reported for comparison.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Table 2: Box plot for average F-score for the original (Figure 1) and Idiom-Principle-inspired (Figure 2)
models.
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4 Experimental Setup

To test the hypothesis, we build 6 different context representations using three embedding models:
Word2Vec, Context2Vec and BERT in two different settings: 1- Their original models where each ex-
pression is not treated as a single token 2- Our own models, which we call Idiom-Principle-Inspired
models, where each expression is treated as a single token.

For the first setting, we use the original pre-trained models, Word2Vec, Context2Vec and BERT-base-
uncased. For the second setting, we use BNC corpus (Burnard, 2000) and first lemmatize it using spaCy
(Honnibal and Johnson, 2015). Then, we tokenize it where each MWE is treated as a single token with an
underline between the first and the second part (e.g. blow the whistle is mapped to blow whistle). Finally,
we build three semantic spaces, using Word2Vec, Context2Vec, and BERT. Our goal is to determine the
correct sense of an MWE in context, based on a manually tagged dataset, VNC (Cook et al., 2008).
Following Melamud et al. (2016), we use the simple non-parametric version of the kNN classification
algorithm (Cover and Hart, 1967) with k = 1 and for the distance measure, we rely on cosine distance of
the vectors. As we do not do any extra training on the dataset, we divide it into evaluation and test sets. To
classify a test MWE instance in context, we consider all the instances of the same MWE in the evaluation
set and find the instance whose context embedding is the most similar to the context embedding of the
test instance using the context-to-context similarity measure. Finally, we use the label of that instance as
the correct label for the MWE in the test set. The rationale behind such a simple classification model is
to make the comparison between the representations easy so that each model’s success can be attributed
directly to the input representations.

Model Original Idiom-Principle-inspired

Word2Vec

Context2Vec

BERT

Table 3: t-SNE plots of different senses of ‘blow the whistle’ and their contextualized embeddings. The
literal sense is in red and the idiomatic sense is in blue. Here, the VNC dataset is used.
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5 Dataset and Evaluation

We use VNC-Tokens dataset (Cook et al., 2008) to evaluate our models. The dataset includes sentences
containing Verb-Noun Combinations (VNC) tokens labelled as either idiomatic (I) / literal (L) (or “un-
known”). For our experiments, we only use VNCs that are annotated as I or L as in King and Cook
(2018). We evaluate the models using five-fold cross-validation and calculate the precision, recall, and
F-score per each expression and then report the average scores as in King and Cook (2018), the results
are reported per sense.

We also investigate to see how well different models encode information such as distinguishable senses
in their vector space.

6 Experimental Results

In this section, we report the results of the first set of experiments where we create context representation
using the original pre-trained models and then we present the results of the second set of experiments
in which inspired by the Idiom Principle, we train our own models by treating each MWE as a single
token. Then context embeddings are inferred using these trained models. Table 1 shows the results for
the original pre-trained embeddings. As it can be seen the CWE, i.e. Context2Vec and BERT outperform
the non-CWE, i.e. Word2Vec, up to 7% higher average F-score. In the next rows, Table 1 shows the
results for Idiom Principle-inspired models along with those reported by King and Cook (2018). As it
can be seen, the average F-score is the same for BERT and 1% higher for Word2Vec compared to the
original models. However, both models achieved higher F-scores in detecting literal sense of MWEs.
As for Context2Vec, the results improved by 6% on average and up to 10% in detecting literal sense of
MWEs. We used an ANOVA test to check the statistical significance of the results of our models and
found all our results to be significant at p <0.05.

We did not expect the results to improve for Word2Vec as it always conflates the senses so it will not be
able to learn different embeddings for different senses no matter how MWEs are treated in pre-processing
step. In regard to BERT, we cannot see the improvement observed for Context2Vec. We speculate this
might be due to the models inability to provide quality embeddings for rare words (Schick and Schütze,
2019) as treating each MWE as a single token turns it into a rare word for which the models need to learn
an embedding. We will be investigating this in our future work. Nevertheless, the improvement on the
results are noticeable (even for BERT) as we used a much smaller corpus to train our models compared to
those used by the original models. We used BNC which contains 100 million words whereas the original
models were trained on the corpora of much bigger size, namely Google News dataset with 100 billion
words for Word2Vec, ukWaC (Ferraresi et al., 2008) with 2 billion words for Context2Vec, and the entire
Wikipedia with about 2,500 million words and a book corpus with 800 million words for BERT.

King and Cook (2018) reported 0.69 F-score for the same dataset and then they used extra feature, the
expression being in its canonical form or not, and increased the F-score to 0.77. However, this method
is limiting as it requires feature engineering while our model of Context2Vec is capable of producing on
par results, 0.75, without any external knowledge and by only relying on the features extracted by the
model itself. We also used much smaller corpus to train our model in comparison with what they used,
which was a snapshot of Wikipedia from September 2015, consisting of approximately 2.6 billion tokens
(King and Cook, 2018). Moreover, they did extra training on the dataset after extracting the embeddings
from their model whereas we did not do any training on the dataset.

To see how robust the models are across different expressions, we created the box plot for the models
using the average F-scores of the models per expression. This is illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 of
Table 2 which shows the most robust model is BERT in the first setting and Context2Vec in the second
setting. The robustness of a model is important as we do not want a model to work well for one MWE
and poor for the other.

We are also curious to see whether the models are capable of placing different senses of an expression
in different segments of their semantic space. For this, we use t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton,
2008) to map these high-dimensional spaces into two dimensional spaces. Table 3 shows t-SNE plots of
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two different senses of the expression blow the whistle in the VNC dataset encoded by the six different
models in two settings: Original and Idiom-Principle-inspired.

As you can see, the Word2Vec and BERT embeddings hardly allow to distinguish any clusters as
the senses are scattered across the entire plot, both in the original and Idiom-Principle-inspired settings.
However, in Context2Vec embedding space, senses are placed in clearly separable clusters especially in
the Idiom-Principle-inspired setting. This made us dig deeper into the Context2Vec model and probe its
level of understanding through a lexical substitution task. In the lexical substitution task, the goal is to
find a substitute word for a given target word in sentential context. To do so, we remove the MWE from a
sentence and then get the embeddings of the remaining sentence which is in fact the context of the MWE.
Then we find the embeddings of which words have the highest cosine similarity with the embeddings of
the context. Table 4 shows the list of lexical substitutes proposed by the model for three MWEs per their
literal/idiomatic senses. As you can see the model seems to be able to distinguish well between literal
and idiomatic senses as it suggest suitable substitute for the removed MWE. The sentences are listed in
Table 5.

MWE Sense Sentence # Proposed Substitute
Kick heel I 1 wait, stay, stop

L 2 Clap, barefoot, kick
Hit road I 3 go, start, embark

L 4 smash, drop, shoot

Table 4: The lexical substitutes proposed by Context2Vec to replace MWEs in their literal or idiomatic
senses.

Sentence # Sentence

1 The man won’t step foot outside his castle without myself as escort so I have to [kick
my heels] until his business with Queen Matilda is done

2 I could see I was going to get warmer still because the bullock was beginning to enjoy
the game [kicking up his heels] and frisking around after each attempt

3 The Ulster Society are about to [hit the road] on one of their magical history tours

4 The bullets were [hitting the road] and I could see them coming towards me a lot
faster than I was able to reverse.

Table 5: List of sentences that are referred to in Table 4 by their number.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we used Contextualized Word Embeddings (CWE), i.e. Context2Vec and BERT to include
contextual information for distinguishing between the idiomatic and literal senses of an idiom in context.
Moreover, inspired by the Idiom Principle, we hypothesized that to fully exploit the capacity of CWE, an
idiom should be treated as a single token both in training and testing; The results showed that by applying
Idiom Principle to CWE, especially Context2Vec, we can build a model to distinguish between literal
and idiomatic senses of a potentially idiomatic expression in context. Through dimensionality reduction
and lexical substitution, we further showed that Context2Vec is capable of placing literal and idiomatic
senses in distinct regions of semantic space; Besides, the model has a good level of understating of the
meaning as it suggests suitable replacement for both literal and idiomatic senses of set of MWEs. In
our future work, we are interested in improving the results for BERT. We also would like to train the
Idiom-Principle-inspired models on a bigger corpus to investigate how the results compare to what were
achieved here.
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